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The concept of a group of people getting together to commit a crime seems simple,
but joint criminal enterprise, or JCE as created and used by the ICTY courts, presents
serious problems.

For an international tribunal to have credence, not be subject to a charge of
merely representing victors’ justice or of being biased, legitimately charged vio-
lations of international humanitarian law must have been generally accepted
before the alleged conduct took place.

The application of the principle nullum crimen sine lege ‰a person should
not be held criminal responsible unless the conduct in question was criminal at
the time of the actionŠ requires that the international tribunal should apply rules
of international humanitarian law which are, beyond any doubt, part of cus-
tomary international law. There are many doubts, however, that the JCE concept
is part of customary international law. There is grave, grave doubt about this.
And, as I will note later, the academic community has been severally divided
over this issue.

Article 7(1) states: ‰aŠ person who planned, instigated, ordered, commit-
ted, or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation or execution of a
crime referred to in ‰ArticlesŠ 2 to 5 of the present Statute, shall be individually
responsible for the crime.2

There is no criminal liability listed in the statute for JCE; plainly the
Tribunal is not a legislative body empowered to create crimes. It can only apply
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the facts to a crime first defined by the U.N. Security Council. The power of the

Security Council to legislate is challenged by many scholars.
This Statute stands in contrast to the Rome Statute of the International

Criminal Courts, which expressly states that individual criminal liability exists if

a person intentionally contributes to the commission ‰ofŠ a crime by a group

of persons acting with a common purpose in limited and specified circum-

stances.3

The ICTY Court has been very careful to say that joint criminal enterprise

is not the creation of a new crime. It is simply the articulation of a principle of

criminal liability under the word committed which is in the statute.4

But functionally, it is obviously a new crime. It is like conspiracy. It is like

the American concept of RICO. It is like what appears in the Rome Statute. Yet

all of those are statutorily authorized crimes or statutorily authorized bases for

criminal liability. Here what looks like a crime, sounds like a crime, and has all

the criteria of criminality, was in effect created by a Court, in the absence of any

statutory basis.
None of the five distinct modes of involvement established in Article 7(1)

which can expose individuals to criminal liability is JCE. Rather, JCE in practice

operates much like a conglomeration, coupled with an expansion, of the five

defined modes, allowing prosecutors and judges to aggregate the cumulative

evidence against an accused to find him guilty of some generalized crime, with-

out proof that the accused did plan, instigate, order, commit or otherwise aid and

abet any specific criminal.
Frequently the actual formulation used to describe JCE varies, because it

has been developed by judges in the decisions they have rendered. There are

three forms of JCE.5 I will highlight herein only the first form, which was

described as follows, in the Kraji{nik Trial Judgement:

all co-defendants, acting pursuant to a common design, possess the
same criminal intention; for instance, the formulation of a plan among
the co-perpetrators to kill, where, in effecting this common design (and
even if each co-perpetrator carries out a different role within it), they
… all possess the intent to kill.

The decision goes on to say the objective and subjective prerequisites
for imputing criminal responsibility to a participant who did not, or
cannot be proven to have effected the killing are as follows:

(i) the accused must voluntarily participate in one aspect of the com-
mon design (for instance, by inflicting non-fatal violence upon the
victim, or by providing material assistance to or facilitating the activ-
ities of his co-perpetrators); and
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(ii) the accused, even if not personally effecting the killing, must nev-

ertheless intend this result.6

In Kraji{nik, the Court went on to summarize the first ‰and thirdŠ form as
follows:

(i) Plurality of persons. A joint criminal enterprise exists when a

plurality of persons participate in the realization of a common criminal

objective.

The persons participating in the criminal enterprise need not be

organized in a military, political, or administrative structure.

(ii) A common objective which amounts to or involves the commission

of a crime provided for in the Statute. The first form of the JCE exists

where the common objective amounts to, or involves the commission

of a crime provided for in the Statute. The mens rea required for the

first form is that the JCE participants, including the accused, had a

common state of mind, namely the state of mind that the statutory

crime(s) forming part of the objective should be carried out.

The Court then said, a JCE may exist even if none or only some of the

principal perpetrators are part of it, because, for example, they are not

aware of the JCE or its objective and are procured by members of the

JCE to commit crimes which further that objective.

(iii) Participation of the accused in the objective’s implementation. This

is achieved by the accused’s commission of a crime forming part of the

common objective (and provided for in the Statute). Alternatively, ‰And

this is the nub of the problem it goes on to sayŠ instead of com-

mitting the intended crime as a principal perpetrator, the accused’s

conduct may satisfy this element if it involved procuring or giving

assistance to the execution of a crime forming part of the common

objective.

A contribution of the accused to the JCE need not have been, as a

matter of law, either substantial or necessary to the achievement of the

JCE’s objective.7
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The recent Kraji{nik case to shows how amorphous the concept has be-

come. There is no question for example that Mr. Kraji{nik was a strong, vocal

advocate for protecting Serbian interests, and that he sought to avoid Serbs being

a powerless minority within a separate country of Bosnia-Herzegovina. There is

further no doubt that he was a principal negotiator seeking to establish that

position. What is seriously in doubt, what is not only unclear but was internally

inconsistent within the decisions in Kraji{nik, is any indication that Mr.

Kraji{nik shared a common objective to carry out violations of the statute, the

permanent removal by force of Croats and Muslims, and that he participated

during the indictment period in any criminal acts to effectuate the common

criminal goal. What constituted the actus reus of Mr. Kraji{nik? The Opinions,

the indictment and the Prosecution all concur — that he did not personally

commit war crimes. He did not engage in looting or burglary or rape or murder.

He was not charged with waging a war. Mr. Kraji{nik was convicted for acts

which are accurately characterized as political speech and political activity. Here

defendant's actus reus was based on human rights protected conduct. Had a State

tried to prevent Mr. Kraji{nik from making the speeches that formed the basis

for the criminal liability here, that state itself would have been violating norms

of customary international law.
There are inherent problems with allowing “participation in a JCE” to have

been established solely because a person performs an act which, in some way,

whether intentionally or not, furthers the JCE. But the problems, I submit, are

exacerbated if the sole act is political speech. Numerous examples from the daily

newspapers show the point, whether it involved North Korea, Afghanistan, Pak-

istan, Gaza, etc. There are often agreements between doves and hawks as to the

goal, but serious disagreements as to means of achieving that goal. Look his-

torically, for example, at the actions of Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther

King, Jr.: both advocated the use of peaceful means to effectuate a common goal

that they shared with others. But, it could be argued that the speeches of Gandhi

and King — which sought change by peaceful means — actually advanced the

objectives of those who used violence to effectuate the common goal.
The Appeals Tribunal in Kraji{nik, sadly, concluded that political speech

can and should be treated as an act no different than other acts. It chose not to

accord a greater protection to political speech. The ICTY Tribunal thus con-

cluded that a person who performs an act which advances the JCE shared goal

(even if legitimate) is guilty of participating in a JCE. This conclusion is a

radical departure from what in the past was viewed as participating in war

crimes. The view that a person must abandon a legitimate goal because ad-

vancing his goal would aid those with whom he disagrees, has extraordinary

implications for international law. Whether such principles constitute previously

established law or customs of law is seriously debatable.

The Appeals Judgment in Kraji{nik states:

“JCE counsel further asserts that Krajinik’s speeches cannot, as a mat-
ter of law, constitute a contribution to a JCE, because they were
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protected under his right to freedom of speech. The Appeals Chamber

disagrees. What matters in terms of law is that the accused lends a

significant contribution to the commission of the crimes involved in

the JCE. Beyond that, the law does not foresee specific types of

conduct which per se could not be considered a contribution to the

common purpose. Within these legal confines, the question of whether

the accused contributed to a JCE is a question of fact to be determined

on a case-by-case basis.”

The argument that was advanced on Kraji{nik’s behalf was that political
speech is in a different category from other acts, and must be given greater
protection. A political speech can incite but whether such a speech can be
viewed as contributing to a JCE which advocates committing war crimes as a
means of effectuating such a legitimate goal, cannot be so blithely dismissed.

Thus a person who made an effort to create a separate Serbian-Bosnian
Republic — peacefully — could be declared a war criminal. This result is in
direct conflict with the report of the Secretary-General accompanying the
statute, and the language and objective of the statute itself.

Let me explain how this happened.

History

As noted, there is no statutory description of individual criminal liability
through JCE or membership in a JCE in the ICTY statutes.

JCE liability is without any textual basis. It is but a theory created and
developed by ICTY judges, at the urging of ICTY prosecutors, to expand the
scope of criminal liability under the Statute. This was improper, since the forms
of liability set forth in Article 7(1) are specific and exhaustive. The Statute
drafters did not contemplate that ICTY judges would develop and add new
theories of liability; in the Secretary-General’s Report which accompanied the
draft statute, ICTY judges were expressly invited to decide on various personal
defenses which may relieve a person of individual criminal responsibility draw-
ing upon general principles of law recognized by all nations.8 There was no such
invitation to develop new modes of liability.9

Moreover, the Statute drafters expressly considered the problem of lia-
bility for heads of State and other actors who might be removed from an actual
crime, and in Articles 7(2) and 7(3), the drafters explicitly addressed the issue,
without creating any JCE or common plan liability.

The Report of the Secretary-General accompanying the original draft of
the Statute expressly stated:
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Virtually all of the written comments received by the Secretary-Gen-

eral have suggested that the statute of the International Tribunal should

contain provisions with regard to the individual criminal responsibility

of heads of State, government officials and persons acting in an of-

ficial capacity. These suggestions draw upon the precedents following

the Second World War. The State should, therefore, contain provisions

which specify that a plea of head of State immunity or that an act was

committed in the official capacity of the accused will not constitute a

defence, nor will it mitigate punishment.

A person in a position of superior authority should, therefore, be held

individually responsible for giving the unlawful order to commit a

crime under the present statute. And, he should also be held respon-

sible for failure to prevent a crime or to deter the unlawful behavior of

his subordinates. This imputed responsibility or criminal negligence is

engaged if the person in superior authority knew or had reason to know

that his subordinates were about to commit or had committed crimes

and yet failed to take the necessary and reasonable steps to prevent or

repress the commission of such crimes or to punish those who had

committed them.10

These stated principles, incorporated as Articles 7(2) and 7(3), indicate
that the Statute’s drafters carefully considered the specific issue of liability for
government officials, and that their solution was twofold: they eliminated any
notion of official immunity, and provided that superiors would be liable for
actions of their subordinates in certain limited circumstances. Article 7(3)
establishes the culpability of a superior for the actions of a subordinate. By using
JCE, the Tribunal in effect circumvents the statutory articulation of subordinate-
-superior liability and creates a different category, JCE, to secure culpability based
upon comparable principles when the statutory definition is found inapplicable.

JCE liability thus illegitimately extends the scope of criminal liability for
high-level government officials far beyond that contemplated by the Statute’s
drafters. The Tadi} Appeals Chamber, which first described a theory of JCE
liability, insisted that JCE was based upon customary international law, de-
scribed by the World War II tribunals. It claimed to have examined several
relevant precedents, from which it elucidated the theory of JCE, including its
three separate forms each with distinct actus reus and mens rea. However, a
review of that precedent by leading academic scholars reveals that the Tadi}
Chamber took wide latitude in its interpretation, repeatedly and unsoundly infer-
ring the bases for liability from isolated statements by the prosecutors, when a
clear judicial statement was unavailable.11
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Ultimately, these scholars conclude that, while ICTYs interpretation of

JCE does not accurately reflect the World War II cases, it does share many of the

features of the criminal-organization and conspiracy-based prosecutions under-

taken post-World War II. This is significant, since the ICTY Statute expressly

rejects both those forms of liability. The Secretary-General’s Report explicitly

rejects the idea of holding individuals criminally liable merely through mem-

bership in organizations as was done following World War II explaining that

“‰tŠhe criminal acts set out in this statute are carried out by natural persons; such

persons would be subject to the jurisdiction of the International Tribunal irre-

spective of membership in groups.”12 And liability for conspiracy is provided

for in the Statute only as to the crime of genocide.
If one looks at Tadi} and its precursor — the case of Furundzija,13 which

Judges Cassese and Mumba relied on, wherein the JCE concept was first intro-

duced — the concept was very, very limited. In the preliminary case, the one that

was decided in 1998, the first case to discuss a common enterprise or common

objective, there was one individual seeking to secure information through inter-

rogation of a prisoner while at the same time another individual with him actually

committed physical violence and rape.
The decision held that the person who was seeking the information and the

person who was actually committed the crime were co-perpetrators. There was

an acquittal, by the way, on the rape charge in that case.
The concept of two people carrying out the acts together is so far removed

from the concept as it is presently applied that one could not recognize the new

concept in those earlier cases. The same thing is true in Tadi}. The Court first

made the preliminary determination that Tadi} was a part of the group of people

that actually committed the atrocities, but they could not point to him specif-

ically as a person who shot someone. It does not take a grave extension of actual

participation to find that, when five people go into a town and people are killed

in that town by that group, that all five people are responsible. That again is so

far removed from the way it is being used now.
The core problem with Tadi} is that there was a desire to look for theories

in order to justify what was stated in that decision as being the legitimate ob-

jective, and that is a recognition that under international law all participants in

serious violations of international law could and should be found responsible for

the acts that they committed. The Tribunal went so far as to suggest that it not

only had the right but it had an obligation to find a theory to justify that. But it is

inappropriate for the Tribunal to be the entity that establishes policy. It appears

to be blind to reality not to recognize that when dealing with levels of cul-

pability, it is policy decision-making. A line has to be drawn on the continuum

as to who we hold culpable. This determination normally occurs by a statutory

grant of power.
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Result

The result is that, as applied, JCE conflates three different groups together.

The first is the political group that uses arguments and speeches, and peaceful

means, for example to create some autonomous authority for Serbians within

Bosnia-Herzegovina. Mr. Kraji{nik was responsible as a negotiator, and

spokesperson, for seeking to accomplish this goal. But, he sought to do so

through peaceful means. A second group, sharing the objective of creating an

autonomous Serbian entity of Bosnia-Serbia, believed that the objective could

only be accomplished by war. A third group believed that only by killing or

deporting and ethnically cleansing an area dominated by Bosnian-Serbs could

autonomy be achieved. Thus the political goal of accomplishing autonomy by

peaceful means, the goal of autonomy by means of war and the goal of

autonomy by ethnic cleansing shared a common goal but there were major

disagreements as to the means. Technically the only concern of the ICTY

Tribunal should relate to those who wanted to accomplish the goal of autonomy

by war crimes, which by definition are violations of laws or customs of war. The

war crimes must be crimes which are specifically listed in the statute. Thus there

is but one goal with three separate beliefs as to the means. JCE as interpreted by

the Tribunal merges the three and allows for a conviction on the basis of

completely legitimate political statements. For a tribunal to adjudicate who is

responsible for violations of international humanitarian law it must make the

distinction between the three groups as clearly as possible. I recognize that it is

an extraordinarily difficult task, but it is an essential task. It is imperative to

distinguish between those who articulate politically acceptable views, even

politically unacceptable views, and then those who engage in war and then those

who engage in war crimes.
The problem which started with the Tadi} decision has now reached a

point where the elements of JCE are so elastic and unclear that they virtually

have no meaning. Equally dangerous, and what is the heart and soul of the

Kraji{nik case, is that the concepts now criminalize those who are engaging in

legitimate protected behavior that should be encouraged, not discouraged.
In this complex world with multi-layered historic and ethnic and religious

clashes, it is essential that the core principles of international culpability are

capable of being articulated before a person is charged, and not after. The

problem with the application of JCE in Kraji{nik’s case was that not only were

these principles not previously articulated, but after reviewing the decisions and

the positions of the Prosecutor, there remains a lack of clarity on all basic

elements of JCE..
The Court in Kraji{nik never discusses the qualitative nature of the con-

tribution that must be made before someone is deemed a participant in a JCE:

Can the contribution be entirely political speeches? Can the contribution be

entirely political negotiations? Can the contribution consist entirely of protected

conduct under international law? The Kraji{nik court nowhere discusses or con-

siders the implications of that decision, the implications of allowing protected
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political speech and political activity to become the actus reus for a crime of
human rights violations or a war crime. For example, if one thinks about the
implications of this decision, would it include lawyers? What about financial
contributors, or religious supporters? What about activists who provide political
support and political organizing skills? The idea that without clear criteria this
kind of activity could become the basis for crimes against humanity can have a
tremendous deterrent effect on legitimate political speech and political activity.
And what is gravely lacking in the opinions of the ICTY Tribunals, is any
recognition, even acknowledgment, that it was moving into territory that is un-
known and extremely dangerous. Moving from situations where people are
engaged in acts of the kind that were committed during the Holocaust or in
Darfur, or by the Japanese during World War II, to Kraji{nik’s situation of
engaging in political speech, is a sea-change. The application of JCE to
situations involving terrorist groups shows part of the problem. Terrorist groups
are often supported by broad networks of supporters. Do you indict a professor
from the University who has makes speeches supporting terrorism when some of
the speeches have been used in fund-raising activities on behalf of terrorism? Do
you include within the range of joint criminal enterprise rabbis or ministers or
preachers or imams who might share the goals, and talk from a religious per-
spective about the goals, but not about the means toward that goal?

The Kraji{nik case presented the ICTY Tribunal with a remarkable op-
portunity to do what many have sought, namely to establish very clear lines.
Instead, not only did it muddy the waters, but also it expanded the available use
of JCE into an illegitimate area where it has no right to be.

Nathan Dershowitz

THE DOCTRINE OF JOINT CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE
IN THE JURISPRUDENCE OF ICTY

The longstanding principle of nullum crimen sine lege — holding that a person
should not be held criminally responsible for conduct that was not criminal at the time of
the action — requires that ICTY should only apply rules of international humanitarian
law which are, beyond any doubt, part of customary international law. There are grave
doubts, as reflected by the substantial divide in the academic community over this issue,
that the Joint Criminal Enterprise (“JCE”) concept is part of customary international law.

ICTY Article 7(1) lists five distinct modes of criminal liability. It does not au-
thorize JCE as a basis for criminal liability. The Tribunal is not a legislative body,
empowered to create crimes; rather, it is bound by those crimes already defined by the
U.N. Security Council.

The Tribunal has been careful to say that JCE is not the creation of a new crime, but
simply the articulation of a principle of criminal liability under the word “committed” in
the statute. Functionally, however, it is plainly a new crime, similar to conspiracy, the
American concept of RICO and the Rome Statute — each statutorily authorized crimes or
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bases for criminal liability. The ICTY application of JCE, however, is criminal liability
in the absence of any statutory basis.

In practice, JCE operates much like a conglomeration of the five individual modes
of liability listed in the Statute, which ICTY prosecutors and judges then read expan-
sively to permit an aggregation of the cumulative evidence against an accused to find him
guilty of some generalized crime, without the statutorily required proof that the accused
planned, instigated, ordered, committed or otherwise aided and abetted any specific crime.
The formulation of the JCE concept has thus been developed by ICTY judges in the
decisions they have rendered, rather than by statute.

The Tadi} Appeals Chamber, which first described a theory of JCE liability, in-
sisted that JCE was based upon customary international law, described by the World War
II tribunals. It claimed to have examined several relevant precedents, from which it
elucidated the theory of JCE, including its three separate forms each with distinct actus
reus and mens rea. However, a review of that precedent by leading academic scholars
reveals that the Tadi} Chamber took wide latitude in its interpretation, repeatedly and
unsoundly inferring the bases for liability from isolated statements by the prosecutors,
when a clear judicial statement was unavailable.

Since then, JCE has evolved into three primary forms, one of which was described
in the Kraji{nik Trial Judgment as existing where:

all co-defendants, acting pursuant to a common design, possess the same crim-
inal intention; for instance, the formulation of a plan among the co-perpetra-
tors to kill, where, in effecting this common design (and even if each co-perpe-
trator carries out a different role within it), they … all possess the intent to
kill.

The decision goes on to say the objective and subjective prerequisites for imputing
criminal responsibility to a participant who did not, or cannot be proven to have, effected
the killing are as follows:

(i) the accused must voluntarily participate in one aspect of the common de-
sign (for instance, by inflicting non-fatal violence upon the victim, or by
providing material assistance to or facilitating the activities of his co-perpe-
trators); and

(ii) the accused, even if not personally effecting the killing, must nevertheless
intend this result.

Kraji{nik shows how amorphous the JCE concept has become. Mr. Kraji{nik was a
strong, vocal advocate for protecting Serbian interests and sought to avoid Serbia be-
coming a powerless minority within a separate country of Bosnia-Herzegovina — indeed,
he was a principal negotiator seeking to establish that position. Mr. Kraji{nik did not
personally commit any war crimes; instead, he was ultimately convicted for acts which
are accurately characterized as political speech and political activity — that is, an actus

reus based completely on human rights-protected conduct.

By failing to recognize the protected nature of political speech, the ICTY Tribunal
thus concluded that Mr. Kraji{nik’s performance of an act which advanced the share JCE
goal (even if legitimate) rendered him guilty of participating in a JCE; a radical departure
from what in the past was viewed as participating in war crimes. The implications for
international law are extraordinary, given that JCE liability illegitimately extends the
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scope of criminal liability for high-level government officials far beyond that contem-
plated by the Statute’s drafters. At a minimum, whether such principles constitute pre-
viously established law or customs of law is seriously debatable.

This new effort by ICTY to apply JCE to find individual criminal liability where
the Statue does not provide any drastically undermines the credibility of ICTY as a valid
tribunal, leaving it open to charges of merely representing victors’ justice and of bias.

Natan Der{ovic

SOVMESTNOE UGOLOVNOE DEÀNIE

Drevniè princip nullum crimen sine lege (net prestuplenià bez zakona —
prim.perev) — v sootvestvii s kotorám ~elovek ne mo`et otve~atâ pered sudom za
dela, kotoráe ne àvlàlisâ protivozakonnámi vo vremà ih sover{enià — trebuet ot
MTBÄ primenenià tolâko teh polo`eniè me`dunarodnogo gumanitarnogo prava,
kotoráe vne vsàkogo somnenià àvlàätsà ~astâä obá~nogo me`dunarodnogo prava.
Sredi u~enáh, izu~aäæih dannuä temu, obrazovalsà glubokiè razráv po voprosu
predstavlàet li „sovmestnoe ugolovnoe deànie“ ili SUD (Joint Criminal Enterprise)
sostavnuä ~astâ obæeprinàtogo me`dunarodnogo prava ili net.

Statâà 7 (1) Ustava MTBÄ pere~islàet pàtâ vidov ugolovnoè otvestvennosti.
V nem SUD ne privoditsà v ka~estve osnová dlà ugolovnoè otvestvennosti. Tri-
bunal ne àvlàetsà zakonodatelânám organom i, kak rezulâtat, ne imeet polnomo~ià,
neobhodimáe dlà opredelenià ugolovnáh del. On deèstvuet tolâko v ramkah teh
opredeleniè prestuplenià, kotoráe predpisal Sovet bezopasnosti OON.

Tribunal vsegda tæatelâno pod~erkivaet, ~to vvedenie SUD v ego praktiku
ne ozna~aet, ~to takim obrazom ustanavlivaetsà nováè vid ugolovnogo dela. V Tri-
bunale utve`daät, ~to åto prosto razrabotka koncepcii ugolovnoè otvetstvenno-
sti, u`e soder`aæeèsà v slove „sover{itâ“, kotoroe nahoditsà v Ustave. Odnako,
na praktike åto o~evidno predstavlàet nováè vid ugolovnogo dela, poho`ego na
„zagovor“, amerikanskuä koncepciä ras{irennoè ugolovnoè otvestvennosti po
ugolovnomu kodeksu, bolee izvestnom kak RICO, a tak`e i po polo`eniàm Rimskogo
ustava — v läbom ih åtih slu~aev sootvetstvuäæim zakonom opredelàetsà ugo-
lovnoe delo ili osnova dlà ustanovlenià ugolovnoè otvestvennosti. Li{â v slu~ae
primenenià SUD v MTBÄ re~â idet ob ugolovnoè otvestvennosti, no bez kakogo-
-libo obosnovanià v zakone.

Na praktike SUD rabotaet kak smesâ pàti otdelânáh vidov ugolovnoè otves-
tvennosti, privedennáh v Ustave, i kotoráe prokurorá i sudâi MTBÄ mogut
tolkovatâ v samom {irokom smásle dlà togo, ~tobá, na osnovanii summá nakoplen-
náh dokazatelâstv, obvinàemogo mogli provozglasitâ vinovnám v kakom-nibudâ
prestuplenii obæego haraktera, pri~em bez zakonnogo obàzatelâstva o predosta-
vlenii dokazatelâstv o tom, ~to obvinàemáè planiroval, podstrekal, prikazával,
sover{al ili kakim-libo drugim sposobom sposobstvoval sover{eniä opredelen-
nogo prestuplenià. Åto ozna~aet, ~to ponàtie SUD razrabotano samimi sudâàmi
MTBÄ posredstvom verdiktov, kotoráe oni vánosili, vmesto togo, ~tobá åto de-
latâ posredstvom prinàtià sootvetstvuäæih zakonov.

V dele Tadi~a Appelàcionnaà kamera vperváe postupila v sootvestvii s te-
orieè SUD, zaàviv, ~to SUD, ~erez svàzâ s tribunalom so vremen Vtoroè mirovoè
voèná, imeet obosnovanie v obá~nom me`dunarodnom prave. Iz Kamerá
utver`dali, ~to oni rassmotreli ràd zna~imáh precedentov, na osnovanii kotoráh
imi sformulirovan teoreti~eskiè princip SUD, kotoráè sostoitsà iz treh
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otdelânáh form, ka`daà iz kotoráh, v svoä o~eredâ, imeet svoi osobáe actus reus
(sostav prestuplenià — prim.perev.) i mens rea (prestupnáè umásel- prim.perev).
Odnako, kriti~eskiè obzor åtih precedentov veduæimi u~enámi privodit k
vávodu, ~to Kamera v dele Tadi~a zanimalasâ samámi proizvolânámi tolkova-
niàmi. Ona ~asto i neubeditelâno váàvlàla osnová ugolovnoè otvestvennosti iz
izolirovannáh slov prokurorov kogda sudá ne zanimali àsnoè pozicii po nad-
le`aæemu voprosu.

S teh por SUD razvernulsà v tri osnovnáh formá. Odna iz form bála sfor-
mulirovana v dele Krai{nika sleduäæim obrazom:

œVse sobvinàemáe, v sootvestvii s sovmestnoè celâä, deèstvuät s
odinakovám prestupnám namereniem; naprimer, kogda so-sover{iteli
prinimaät re{enie o sover{enii ubièstva i kogda, nesmotrà na to, ~to
v ramkah realizacii plana u nih raznáe roli, ka`dáè iz nih… deèstvuet
v v namerenii sover{itâ ubièstvo.Œ

Dalâ{e v verdikte privodàtsà obãektivnáe i subãektivnáe ålementá, koto-
ráe dol`ná ustanovitsà v slu~ae teh u~astnikov, pro kotoráh nevozmo`no doka-
zatâ, ~to oni báli neposredstvennámi sover{itelàmi gipoteti~eskogo ubièstva:

(1) neobhodimo ustanovitâ, ~to obvinàemáè dobrovolâno u~astvoval v
läboè ~asti sovmestnogo plana (naprimer, nanes `ertve ne smertelânáe
udará, pomogal materialâno ili drugim sposobom podder`ival so-so-
ver{iteleè); i
(2) da`e esli on li~no i ne podvodil k ubièstvu, neobhodimo ustanovitâ,
~to obvinàemáè planiroval takoè rezulâtat.

Delo Krai{nika illästriruet v kakoè mere ponàtie SUD stalo raspláv-
~atám. Krai{nik bál re{itelânám storonnikom zaæitá serbskih interesov i
predotvraæenià prevraæenià serbov v bespomoænoe menâ{instvo v ramkah otdelâ-
nogo gosudarstva Bosnii i Gercegoviná. On bál odnim iz glavnáh peregovoræikov
serbskoè storoná pri realizacii åtoè celi. Krai{nik li~no ne sover{al ni od-
nogo voennogo prestuplenià. V konce sudebnogo processa on bál obãàvlen vinov-
nám v delah, kotoráe to~nee mogli bá bátâ opisaná kak politi~eskie vástuple-
nià i politi~eskie deèstvià — itak, re~â idet o actus reus, kotoráè polnostâä
osnovávaetsà na formah povedenià, kotoráe zaæiæená kak osnovnáe prava ~eloveka.

MTBÄ, posle togo kak otkazalsà soglasitâsà s faktom, ~to politi~eskie vá-
stuplenià zaæiæená, prinàlo zaklä~enie o tom, ~to Krai{nik vinoven v sover-
{enii postupkov, kotoráe privodili k osuæestvleniä sovmestnáh celeè v ramkah
SUD (da`e kogda åti celi sami po sebe báli legitimná). Åto radikalânáè {ag v
storonu iz ramok togo, ~to ranâ{e s~italisâ voennám prestupleniem. Posledstvià
dlà me`dunarodnogo prava — ogromnáe, prinimaà vo vnimanie, ~to otvestvennostâ
v sootvetstvii s SUD protivozakonno ras{iràet ramki ugolovnoè otvestvennosti
vásokopostavlennáh gosudarstvennáh rukovoditeleè daleko za tem, ~to imelosâ v
vidu kogda Ustav sozdavalsà. Po kraèneè mere, o~enâ sporno idet li tut re~â o
predvaritelâno ustanovlennáh zakonopolo`eniàh ili ob obá~nom prave.

Åto noveè{ee stremlenie MTBÄ primenàtâ SUD radi ustanovlenià li~noè
ugolovnoè otvestvennosti tam, gde Ustav ne daet nikakogo obosnovanià dlà åtogo,
radikalâno podrávaet avtoritetâ MTBÄ kak legitimnogo suda. Åto otkrávaet voz-
mo`nostâ váskazatâsà o nem kak o predvzàtom, predstavlàäæem „spravedlivostâ
pobediteleè“.
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